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Results of 2012 web survey: Championship Meet 
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Comments on the Championship Meet: 

 

Consider giving [team] awards to places 1 through 6. TSA has too many teams to only reward the winner. 

A lot of swimmers did not go to the meet and the consistent thing I heard was that it started WAY to early. I 
understand there are time issues but requiring parents of young kids to be up and on the way before 7am does seem 
like a bit much. 

As a team, we did not participate. One of our swimmers did compete and based on the feedback of his parents, we 
will definitely send our team next season. 

As the TSA rep I did not like the fact that the meet was held after the conclusion of the [dual meet portion of the] 
season because the rest of the team cannot see the awards that the swimmers who participated earned. I think it 
helps the other swimmers/parents to better understand what the meet is all about. 

Clerk of course for the Saturday morning session was outstanding. 

Did not go but heard excellent activities from our participants. 

Each year we are asked to provide a S&T judge. However, our parents who fill this position do not participate. They 
are year-round swimmer families and are just not interested. It would be nice for the organizers to recognize that we 
may not be able to provide. Perhaps ask for volunteers instead of assigning the job. 

Families liked having girls and boys in the same pool, so that they could watch their entire team. I was told that some 
people abused the two rows that were reserved for viewing races. It was nice having it spread over 2 days, so that 
the sessions weren't painfully long. 

Great feedback. 

Great job! 

Great job. It was a fun event and it was great see all of the excited parents rooting for their children. 

I assigned someone from my team to be in charge of this so I did not personally attend. My daughters were coaches 
and thought it was well done and the parent in charge also thought it was well done. They all know year-round meets 
very well so were good judges of the meet. We need to make a plan to have more of our team participate for next 
year but are wondering if we should make it part of our regular meet schedule for everyone to attend or to bring a 
select group only of our best swimmers that can come. Would like TSA's input on what they are thinking. We used to 
go to Durham's championship meets while living there and it was a highly spirited full team event followed by the 
banquet but when we first swam in Raleigh, the event they used as the Championship meet was a selected group - 
by invitation only - sort of situation. Don't know which is better and if teams pay for this or have the individual 
swimmers pay themselves. 

I feel the committee did a thorough job of researching options as to how to organize this meet. I do feel that it is too 
bad that each group (11-12 boys Back) was split over two days.  Wish there was a way to do it all on one day or have 
kids come back in the evening for finals like year round meets. Also, the awards at the very end was AWFUL. I am 
sure everyone was tired but to not announce who finished 5th, 4th, 3rd, and 2nd was really a shame. They all 
deserved credit. Greater Raleigh always did that and it was fun. Lastly, this was an opportunity to sell what a great 
meet we just experienced to the parents, some of who may [have] needed to hear what a great weekend of 
swimming it was.  Missed opportunity. This could have been done while the points were being tallied up. Instead, 
they announced the Champions and walked off the "stage". Overall a good meet, a very discouraging ending. 

I set aside the morning to volunteer and they didn't need me. I was a runner and they just didn't need that many. 

I thought the meet format was great.  The only thing that would have been helpful would have been to have warm-up 
and lane assignments available before Friday night and volunteer assignments out a little earlier. I'm wondering how 
well it worked to allow parents to move down to the first two rows of bleachers when their child was swimming and 
then move back after their child's race was over. 

I thought the meet was great!! So happy that the Championship Meet was reinstated. The two-day format worked, 
but it was a little disappointing that the fastest swimmers did not all race together.  I am not sure there is a way 
around this concern due to the sheer number of swimmers. Also, Southern [League] is under- represented at the 
meet which is probably due to Cary City Meet. If Cary City was eliminated, attendance would increase significantly. 

Since there are non-TSA sanctioned meets available, we like the idea of setting time standards for the TSA 
Championship Meet. The time standards should be promoted before the first meet of the season. This allows all 
swimmers to reach for a goal no matter if they are a heat swimmer or a main event swimmer. Remember that one 
team's 10th best swimmer could be another teams #1 swimmer. The kids can reach for a goal over the 6 week 
season and the coaches can celebrate with the kids when they achieve that goal and work with children who are just 
a little short of the goal. With time standards, you may be able to get it all in on one day even if you have to run both 
pools. Therefore, crowning a true TSA champion because they are actually swimming head to head. 
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Need better communication to inform volunteers where to get instructions and when to be there. The Check-in tent 
attendees did not know where or when volunteers need to gather for instructions and assignments. 

Not sure about the history of the meet. But it would have been nice to have a 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place team trophy 
instead of just a 1st place trophy. 

Our team would have liked somehow for everyone to swim on the same day. They didn't like having to check the day 
before to see how they placed. 

Please put all age groups together on the same day. 

The two day format was not fun for the swimmers as they could not know their immediate results, but had to wait a 
day (if they swam on Saturday) or wait to see later Sunday night to see final results. It may have been more 
convenient for parents, but the meet should be all about the kids. Also, by swimming the other league, our swimmers 
did not know many of their competitors and could [not] care less, where at the Greater Raleigh, they were more 
excited about swimming kids they knew from other pools -- not meaning to bash the other league, but now that 
Raleigh is so big, trying to join the two in a weekend meet just didn't work for our team. We prefer the Greater 
Raleigh format with just the Northern league. The meet did not seem much different otherwise. The ending ceremony 
was anti-climactic and all coaches from our team were very disappointed. We may elect not to attend next year. Not 
as fun as we thought. Also, 2nd and 3rd place trophies would be nice in a meet of this size. We'd vote to go back to 
the other way, but appreciate the thought of bringing it back. 

This works for us. 

Thought it was well run. Probably could have had sessions closer together. Long day for coaches. 

Vendors were overpriced. T-shirts were very creative but cost prohibitive. 

Format: I think my team would prefer to have all of the competitors in a single age group swimming at the same time. 
For small teams like mine, allowing for move-ups for relays would also increase our turn out, with more kids willing to 
come to the meet if they knew they could swim a relay, but we are rarely able to put together a relay within a single 
age group by that point in the season. Generally, if you have to move a child up to complete a relay the relay is going 
to be all about participation rather than point scoring, so I don't think that change would really affect the final 
standings, especially since only 3-4 teams really have a chance to win the meet. 

Very well run meet for the first year after many years off. We felt there were too many very last minute instructions. 
Emailing items to be fed down to parents the night before the meet was very challenging. But great job to the 
organizers. 

We did not participate as a team but we had three 7-8 boys including my son sign up. All three had a wonderful time. 
I did not notice any vendors and we did not have to volunteer so I did not answer the last two questions 

We had a small group of 13 swimmers attend with our head coach. The families that participated really enjoyed the 
day. The little children were really impressed with the competition and the big pool. It did feel more like a year-round 
meet than a summer swim meet though and it was very difficult to get people to participate after the [dual meet part 
of the] season was officially over. Overall, all who attended had fun. 

We needed more info on starting, etc. for students who do not swim year-round. Especially the 6 and unders. 

Why did we lose all previous years records?  I'm sure there are some big names on those records and would be 
interesting to see how the times today match up. 

WAVE did a great job managing the meet. 

A fabulous addition to the TSA season. Our kids really enjoyed it. 

Vendors: The parking lot was deserted, at least in the afternoon the two times I walked through there. Everybody 
remains inside the pool, so I'm not sure the vendors were worth whatever time/effort their presence entailed for the 
Committee. 

It was nice to only run one pool. It led to a lot less confusion from the non-year round swimmers (only one 
starter/whistle to worry about.) It was also nice that the 10U boys got to start off the blocks at the championship meet, 
therefore letting them achieve best times. However, it was not nice to swim on day 1. Our swimmers left TAC with no 
idea how they really placed. It lost the true "championship meet" feel. Since awards were not completed, everyone 
kind of ended on a blah note.  
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If your team did not participate in the TSA Championship Meet, why not? 

 

[Our team] has participated in the Cary City meet every year and wanted to stress the meet this year since it was [the 
final year for] our coach of 4+ years. They did not want to overburden our swimmers with another meet. I will 
definitely offer it to all swimmers on our team whether we go as a swim team or not. I personally swam in it from 
1981-1992 and think it is a great way to cap of the swim summer. To be able to swim against all other swimmers, 
especially for non-year-round swimmers, is great. 

A few did participate but it was too late in the season for most. 

I apologize if I missed information on how the meet will be scored, but for a smaller club there isn't much of a realistic 
chance of winning or even placing high. I believe it would be much easier to convince our team to participate if there 
were multiple championships awarded for each meet based on team size. 

I'm not entirely sure why there isn't a lot of interest in the big meets from our team. Maybe because we are near the 
bottom of the ladder and feel we can't really compete with the bigger/better teams. And not having a lot of serious 
swimmers on the team, it is a long day to go sit and wait for just the few minutes your child would swim. I think most 
of our year-round swimmers did compete as individuals in the Championship Meet. 

Not enough interest from swimmers. 

Only family interested was my family. Did not want to try and figure out how to enter them and drive into Raleigh to 
turn in papers as years past. So took the easy route and skipped signing them up. 

Our parents and coaching staff had too many conflicts. It is a problem for us that it is after the completion of our 
season and our awards ceremony. It was also the weekend after [invitational at] Ravenscroft and a lot of our 
swimmers were doing that meet. Next season we will plan early for the TSA meet and send a team. 

Our team, while large, is in Division 9 and has only a few year-round swimmers.  Realistically, we're not swimming 
for team results, just individual results. Our coaches wanted to focus our efforts on getting everyone to one meet. 
They felt strongly that we choose Cary City due to 1) tradition, as that's the meet we've always gone to and 2) it was 
still during the season. The fear was many families wouldn't participate once the last Tuesday night meet was over. 
Next year, I plan to push harder for us to do both. 

The dates and details weren't set until after our team had already budgeted for our annual expenses,  including 
Coaching timelines and salaries. Participating in the TSA meet would have effectively extended the meet a week, if 
you include time for a post-season banquet.  
 
Also, our banquet was set as the Friday after the last dual meet during the winter. 
 
Our coaches, TSA reps, and several key board members were all leaving for vacation the Saturday the 
championship meet started (in my family's case, those reservations were made in October of 2011). 
 
Lastly, we had tentatively committed to return to Cary City and SWIM in our post-season meeting last year. We did 
not feel like we could attend another meet and manage all the details that would be needed. We chose to stick with 
the plan we had originally created and to re-evaluate in 2013. 
 
This was a difficult decision for our team - and I hope it works out for us to participate in the future. 

The team as a whole did not participate but we did have representation there for individuals competing. Our coaches 
felt we were not ready as a whole to compete. 

We chose to participate in only one extra meet this season. 

We did not participate due to previous experience with Greater Raleigh. Our team is still fairly young and the laid 
back atmosphere of North Raleigh [Invitational] plus the ability of parents to hang out with swimmers works for us. 

We focused on the Cary City meet this year. Because the two meets were so close we did not have much interest in 
the TSA Championship meet. I will try to promote this meet better next year in hopes getting more interest. 

We had a new coach and had already committed to [an] invitational meet and thought that two additional meets for a 
first year coach (especially one that we were not familiar with) might be too much. We do intend to participate next 
year. 

We had not budgeted for this meet and chose to continue our participation in the North Raleigh Championship 
[Invitational]. 

We had very little interest in this meet. Our team has always participated in the Cary City Meet. So we just continued 
to do that meet. 

 


